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Warehouse
Management Portal
Do business better.

Ü Gain better visibility, mobility, and
partner self-service by adding the Infor
SCM Warehouse Management Portal for
web-based access to real-time
warehouse information.

Your business doesn’t just have a network—your business
is a network. The responsiveness and agility that you build
into your supply chain can be the key to top performance.
By giving your suppliers, customers, and trading partners a
fully web-based connection to warehouse, inventory, and
order information, you’ll streamline the route from your
suppliers’ suppliers to your customers’ customers. You’ll
also realize powerful improvements in collaboration and
gain best-in-class results.

Leverage experience.
Infor™ SCM Warehouse Management draws on our
unparalleled experience at every aspect of supply chain
management, including software, support, and operational
expertise. Our customers run some of the most successful
and sophisticated supply chain operations on
earth—many of those firms are the envy of businesses
worldwide for the massive efficiencies and economies
they generate through best-in-class supply chain systems
driven by the power of Infor solutions. While we’d never
divulge the operational secrets of any of our customers,
you can bet that the secret behind some of the world’s
most envied supply chain success stories is Infor SCM
Warehouse Management.
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Get business specific.

See results now.

Give your suppliers, customers, and other partners a direct,
web-based connection to your warehouse information with
Infor SCM Warehouse Management Portal. In addition to
gaining faster service and better overall co-ordination, you’ll
give all of your stakeholders better visibility into the
information they need to take effective action and make
sound decisions. It’s a powerful and comprehensive solution
that delivers:

It’s time to take your next step toward the supply chain of
tomorrow. Infor SCM Warehouse Management Portal
expands the power of your Infor SCM Warehouse
Management System by giving your trading partners the
rich, real-time access they need to make their business
better and speed your work as well. When everyone in
your network can respond quickly with all the information
they need, business runs better throughout your entire
supply chain.

Access to consolidated global inventory balances
from anywhere
The ability to create documents remotely, including ASNs,
purchase orders, and shipment orders
Online input and remote printing capabilities
Online order fulfillment status
Real-time enterprise inventory visibility
You will eliminate duplicated effort by allowing your trading
partners to enter transactional information directly on your
system, rather than by sending cumbersome fax based
orders that your staff has to key in manually.
Your trading partners will be able to search for inventory, then
sort, filter, and download information for easy analysis. With
finely detailed information including product codes, batch
details, order status, and more, everyone in your supply
chain will be positioned to work more efficiently.
Optional mobile capabilities. Today everyone expects the
speed and convenience of mobile access for transactions of
every kind—it’s time to give your warehouse system those
same powerful features. The optional mobile features of Infor
SCM Warehouse Management Portal delivers full control of
warehouse transactions within the familiar Windows Mobile™
platform for maximum accessibility.

There is a better way.
At Infor, we work with a core belief. We believe in the
customer. We believe that the customer is seeking a
better, more collaborative relationship with its business
software provider. And a new breed of business software:
created for evolution, not revolution. Software that's
simple to buy, easy to deploy and convenient to manage.
Our 70,000 customers in more than 100 countries stand
with us. We look forward to your sharing in the results of
our belief. There is a better way. For additional
information, visit www.infor.com.

Infor Corporate Headquarters
13560 Morris Road
Suite 4100
Alpharetta, Georgia 30004
USA
Direct: +1 (800) 260 2640

Robust security. To restrict the availability of sensitive data,
Infor SCM Warehouse Management Portal lets you set
sophisticated rules for access by assigning access according
to individual login, groups, warehouses, owner, or
item categories.
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Contact your local
Infor office regarding
availability of products
in your region.

